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Objectives 

•What is the sugar revolution? 

•What were the reasons for the change from tobacco to sugarcane (better

termed a the sugar revolution) in the 17th century 

•Assess  the  social  political  and  economical  consequences  which  resulted

from the change of tobacco to sugarcane in the 17th century 

Rationale 

The need for economic stability as well as potential growth in the French and

eastern  Caribbean  islands  led  to  what  was  best  termed  as  the  Sugar

Revolution.  The  ‘  Sugar  Revolution’  was  referred  to  as  such  due  to  the

changes and consequences which were far reaching and rapid. This sugar

revolution was the change from tobacco to sugar cane in the mid to late 17th

century in the French and English Caribbean islands where monoculture was

a rule. 

This revolution did not only just change sugar instead of tobacco to the chief

crop; the population changed from white to black; the size of landholdings

changed; and eventually the West Indies became ‘ the cockpit of Europe’,

thus these changes were just as equally revolutionary. The list of changes

the sugar revolution brought was in surplus or inexhaustible for that matter.

However, these inexhaustible changes can be best be fit under three broad

headings: political economical and social. 

This  research question was chosen as it  not  only  fascinated me that the

eastern  Caribbean’s  French  and  English  planters’  desire  for  greater
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profitability led to the sugar revolution and thus other changes that were

equally revolutionary. This topic will allow the reader and anyone else who

comes in  contact  with  this  SBA to  better  understand the  reason for  this

change of chief crop and how the people of the Caribbean territories in that

era were affected. In exploration of this topic, a number of questions will be

answered, such as; what was the reason for the change of chief crop in the

eastern Caribbean islands? The economic consequences faced as a result of

this revolution, the social consequences which derived from the revolution as

well  as  How  the  Political  Consequences  came  about  from  the  sugar

revolution? 
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